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Reviewer's report:

The authors made some effort to improve the manuscript. However, English continues to be poor.

From a neurological point of view, a large amount of descriptions, statements, and interpretations are below the level of scientific acceptable standards.

Exemples:

-“…spontaneous headaches… “: what does mean “spontaneous”?
-“Her medical history revealed no remarks.”: I propose: An X-age-year old man/woman, without medical history, presented with…”
-“His medical history showed that subarachnoid hemorrhage had recurred for 20 years”: What do the authors mean?
-“… hemosiderosis IN the cerebellum….”, “IN the right temporal lobe.”….: Hemosiderosis is per definition AROUND CNS structures.
-“A lumbar puncture revealed bloody CSF”: Traumatic puncture? Xanthochromia? Number of red blood cells? Interpretation (continuous bleeding)?
-“… hemosiderosis...IN the margins of the BASIS ganglia”: I suppose the authors mean BASAL GANGLIA. IN the basal ganglia means not hemosiderosis per definition.
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